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You may have heard about mining cryptocurrencies with your smartphone, but you may not know where to start and whether the profitability is worth the effort. Here's what you need to know about cryptocurrency mobile mining. Is mobile cryptocurrency mining really possible? Mobile mining cryptocurrency is possible,
but it comes with a long list of reasons not to. Moreover, mining on your smartphone is not even close to traditional mining equipment or software. In the current state of cryptocurrency mining, doing this on your smartphone may not bring you enough profit to be worth the time and effort. This is not because the
smartphones we have today are not powerful enough to be used for cryptocurrency mining. The bottom line is that the tools that other miners use for mining are much more powerful. This means that they have a higher chance of winning incentives. As you have already learned, regular cryptocurrency mining involves
checking transactions on the blockchain by solving complex mathematical problems. This process uses your computer processor or GPU power and consumes a significant amount of energy. Cryptocurrency mining has become more of an industrial activity. Developers have created software specifically for mining,
miners have started investing in ASIC mining devices, which has increased profitability, and a mining pool has been invented. All of these innovations are designed to gather more computing power to increase the chances of miners to solve algorithms and receive rewards. The cryptocurrency of mobile mining is pretty
much the same, but on an infinitesime smaller scale. No one will stop you from using your smartphone to join a mining pool or mobile mining farm. However, the power you share with the network is almost negligible compared to other miners. Thus, when the network is divided with rewards, you will only receive a
percentage related to computing power. What smartphones can I use for mining? If we consider hardware requests for cryptocurrency mining, it is usually wiser to go for altcoins instead of experimenting with Bitcoin. Given the large number of professional miners out there working in a smaller market can help you
monetize your investment faster. You can do cryptocurrency mobile mining only with smartphones that use Android, as it is the only mining-friendly operating system for mobile devices. In addition, the market is awash with Android apps that allow you to mine Bitcoin directly from your smartphone. You won't find them in
the Google Play Store, however. Google has decided to ban all mining applications due to the harmful effects had on the devices. Cryptocurrency mobile mining leads to overheating, battery damage and overall performance loss. Apple also banned the mining of apps from the App Store as early as 2018. Thus, iOS
owners can't do mobile mining. Now, Apple's guidelines for explicitly ban iOS and Mac apps from mining cryptocurrencies in the background, stating: 2.4.2 Design your app to effectively use power and use in a way that doesn't risk damaging your device. Apps don't have to run out of batteries quickly, generate excessive
heat, or put unnecessary strain on device resources. Apps, including any third-party advertising displayed in them, cannot run unrelated background processes, such as cryptocurrency mining. This measure is designed to preserve the integrity of the equipment. Popular crypto mining apps from your smartphone If you're
still bent on getting into the cryptocurrency mobile mining, all you need is a mining app and a charger nearby. Here are a few apps that could help you. MinerGate Mobile Miner is an application that allows you to mine a few altcoins besides Bitcoin. Among them are Monero, Dash, DigitalNote, MonetaVerde and Quasar
Koin. The app also provides a built-in wallet where users can store their hard earned coins. Bitcoin Miner is one of the most popular apps at the moment and is available on most devices. It has a user-friendly interface and its performance often gets good reviews. Despite the name, the app supports several altcoins.
Packaging its cryptocurrency mobile mining is not complicated. All you need is a decent smartphone and mining app. The app runs in the background while you use your phone and you get rewarded for it. The downside is that all mining applications interfere with the performance of your smartphone and usually end up
damaging the device. In the long run, that might have seemed like an easy way to make some extra cash might just cause more spending. If you plan to do cryptocurrency mobile mining with your smartphone $1000, you may not end up earning enough to cover the damage. Ethereum co-founder Vitalik Buterin
expressed a low opinion about the idea of mining cryptocurrencies using mobile phones. Tweeting on April 13, Buterin said mining on mobile phones is a fool's game, referring to the announcement by mobile phone maker giant HTC to allow users to mine Monero (XMR) through its blockchain phone, Exodus.Ethereum
co-founder added the following in response to the ad: This goes against everything we know about hardware economies of scale and is more likely to trick users with false hope than to help them. He added that the bet on phones, on the other hand, is quite promising. The mixed reaction to Buterin's tweet was a varied
reaction on social media to Buterin's comment. Some that it minimized the concept of mobile crypto mining, referring to cases such as Ardor, where mining can be done through Android phones. Others agreed. In response to a user's question about how using CPU power for mine is worse than rich people getting richer
richer Size of their bags, the Ethereum co-founder replied: As if PoW had some virtuous act of working with blood and sweat, rather than pretty much just sitting and waiting for the equipment (which you bought because you're rich) to make you even richer. HTC aims to reduce costs and energy consumption in the
Cointelegraph reported on April 10, HTC's announcement came after signing a partnership with ASIC chip design firm, Midas Labs.HTC said that high energy consumption and cost levels could be reduced by transferring work to mobile devices. In the announcement, the company also stressed that the app will be
designed to automatically disable mining when the mobile phone is in use or when the charger is not connected. Unfortunately, both the Google Play Store and the Apple App Store have removed all applications for mining smartphones in cryptocurrency. Thus, you cannot mine any cryptocurrency directly on your mobile
devices. Good new - there is an alternative way to mine cryptocurrency from your smartphone. Keep reading to find out more.iOS - Apple App Store Apps, including any third-party ads displayed in them, may not work unrelated background processes such as cryptocurrency mining... Apps can't mine cryptocurrencies if
processing isn't done from a device (such as cloud mining) - Apple Store developer Guidelines June 2018Android - Google Play StoreWe don't allow apps that mine cryptocurrency on devices. We allow applications that remotely manage cryptocurrency mining. - The Android developer's July 2018Microsoft StoreOn
2019-10-01 policy has been updated to prevent the mining of cryptocurrencies on the device any more. Apps that allow cryptocurrency mining on the device are not allowed. Applications that allow remote management of cryptocurrency mining are allowed. -Microsoft Store January 2019Cloud policy based on Mobile
MiningParticipating in cloud mining is another way to use your smartphone for cryptocurrency mining. Cloud mining allows a person to pay for the use of equipment and software related to mining, without spending the overhead associated with personal mining. Electroneum and Phoneum are two of the most popular
mobile cloud mining apps. The official ElectroneumElectroneum mobile app is only an imitation of mining, not real mining. Thus, the mobile application was well received on both Android and iOS.Electroneum mobile application for mining is powered by the cryptocurrency ETN. This is the first moderate blockchain,
protecting it from the biggest threat to cryptocurrencies, 51% attack. Miners can receive up to $3 USD worth of ETN each month, which is not A lot. However, partners can receive a permanent ETN reward through our referral program. The company claims that its energy consumption network is equivalent to just one light
bulb. You can The Electroneum cloud mining app in the Google Play Store is here or in the Apple App Store here. PhoneumPhoneum is a cryptocurrency designed only to provide a simplified user experience and platform that allows all users to participate in the cryptocurrency economy, regardless of their technical
capabilities. Once a mobile app, Phoneum Miner now handles everything in the cloud. So you don't have to leave the app running in the background to earn PHM. You can download the Phoneum cloud mining app from the Google Play Store here or in the Apple App Store here. Electroneum is a leading mobile
cryptocurrency. Download the app to access your ETN wallet, pay friends, family or businesses. ETN is available through exchanges or can be earned at AnyTask.comElectroneum has developed a whole new destructive ecosystem for suppliers and operators. Work within the framework of regulatory principles, creating
user trust and security. Electroneum has one of the largest communities in the cryptocurrency market! For more information about Electroneum, visit improve and fix bugs. This is the second time this year that I have stumbled upon an alleged Bitcoin Miner for Android. In case you're wondering, mining BitCoin on an
Android smartphone (even on a high device) is unfeasible, and all of these apps are scams (if not worse). 1. Bitcoin Mobile Miner - 5b96c6ef5fcd632e051c3df2c0c7f4149dc1713bf84bc8555de9356119b The first one I noticed was discovered on January 10, 2019. It is called Bitcoin Mobile Miner and promises a quick win.
It also kindly monitors your processor and battery temperature, and advises you to close the app if your mobile phone gets too hot. This is a cunning strategy for the attacker to extract more intensively: he asks for the cooperation of the victim! As the victim thinks s/he is getting for him/himself, the strategy will probably
work... Illustration 1: Advises the victim to check the temperature of the processor and battery Here is the device's CPU temperature monitoring code: getCpuTemp public float () - v4 float; try v2 - Runtime.getRuntime ().exec (cat sys/class/thermal/thermal_zone0/temp); v2.waitFor (); v4 - Float.parseFloat (new
BufferedReader (new InputStreamReader (v2.getInputStream()readLine /)) / 1000f; Unlike the other application discussed in this analysis, it is actually a mine for cryptocurrency, but not for Bitcoins. It is mined for Monero, which is much less CPU-intensive. And not for your own account, but for the attacker who registered
the coinHive qnXbx7vFIUq9FT0k'sjBkUD0GCcqi key for this purpose. (As a reminder, CoinHive is a well-known mining API in JavaScript abused by cybercriminals for cryptojacking.) 2. Bitcoin Miner - - The second fake Android app was discovered on February 3, 2019, although it could be in some markets from
December 2018. This one is simply not mine for anything, but it shows several ads. Thus, it is basically advertising, wrapped in a beautiful application for mining, where the miner collects bitcoins... The app makes a lot of effort to seem legitimate: the website (see below) has a professional look (link to the Play Store is
broken though as the app has been removed from the market). There is email support. There is a privacy policy. There is a personalized ADVERTISING option GDPR ;-) You can get upgrade plans to mine faster (!!) by evaluating the app or buying it. In fact, you'll get an upgrade to demo premium plan, even if you don't
appreciate the app ;) The bitcoin withdrawal function is also fake. The code is pretty clear: once you request a payment, the app simulates a stream of transactions. At the beginning, the transaction will be marked Waiting. Then 5 days later, he changes his status to Approved. Then 5 days later on B processing, and
finally sent. If (ref.balance_unreal zgt; 0f) / if the balance is positive TextView TV - the new TextView (it);     tv.setTextColor (App.getContext (.getResources (.getColor);     long timediff - System.currentTimeMillis() - ref.balance_unrealtime;     If (timediff qlt; 432000000) - / 5 days tv.setText (i.displayDate
(ref.balance_unrealtime) - pending: i.displayFloat (ref.balance_unreal);;     - even if (timediff qlt; 8640000000) - tv.setText (i.displayDate (ref.balance_unrealtime) Approved: i.displayFloat (ref.balance_unreal);;  10 days - still if (timediff zlt; 1296000000) - tv.setText (i.displayDate (ref.balance_unrealtime) - In processing:
i.displayFloat (ref.balance_unreal);;  15 days - still tv.setText (i.displayDate (ref.balance_unrealtime) Sent: i.displayFloat (ref.balance_unreal) - Trans id: g.generateRandomTransactionId (..);  more than 15 days - this.llWithdrawals.addView (((view)tv))     Last but not least, we noticed a lot of fictitious features in the code
to make the analysis more difficult. Below is an example of one of these features: a public static empty dummy () / / does nothing ;) except to confuse the reversal...         int v4 No 0;         int v2 No 356421020;         int v3 - 0x7601C42E;         int v0 No 20;         int v5;         For (v5 No 0; v5 qlt; v0; No v5) - v1 - -10;    
         If (v1 zlt; 0) - v1 20;                 ZV3;                 No v2;             more - v3 - v3;                   No v2;             - the new SecureRandom (.nextFloat);         For (v0 No 0; v4 zlt; 18; q v0) - v4 v0;         Whatever happens, remember that any app that claims to mine Bitcoins on your smartphone is suspicious. - Crypto Girl
Fortinet detects both applications with the following: 5b96c6ef5fcdd632e051c3df2c0c7f4149dcdcdc1713bf84bc8555de9356119b as Riskware/CoinHive! Android be4f08d24dcb57bfbb507042c21b8a88888e9d2922f82f8f81f90316414f03c3242, 0a8e107228f23ffa4d7f6978b37bb999b226ee9d21421c4797818bd1efe93d and
b79d13e426498b42995ffd4f6142efe1d28456b92f81438ee7454d9f252ecf as Riskware/FakeMiner! Android Riskware/FakeMiner! Android 
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